
RGE  — The Height of Empowerment
Optimum vertical range to truly accommodate.

RGE Tables give individuals effortless control over their workspaces for 

greater on-the-job satisfaction and productivity. With just the touch of a 

button, surface heights smoothly adjust, enabling workers to determine 

their own optimal working positions—and change those positions 

whenever it suits them.
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RGE-Series 
Setting the bar high on 
sit-stand movement.
1.  Electric drive mechanism for

ease and reliability.
Moves up and down quietly, smoothly, 
and quickly, adjusting at 1.6” per second. 
Supports up to 250 lbs. and is ideal for 
hoteling applications.

2.  Exceptional vertical range.
25.7” of vertical adjustment, from 22.6” to 
48.3”. Meets ANSI/BIFMA/HFES standards. 
The exceptional tables encourage users to 
get up and move with height adjustability 
that fights fatigue and enhances 
productivity.

3.  Ideal work surface options.
High-pressure laminate work surface is 
standard with 3mm PVC (square corners); 
T-mold (radius corners) also available.

4.  Optional keyboard holder.
Adjusts within a 15” vertical range and 30º 
tilt range.

5.  Smart cable management.
Clips efficiently route cables under work 
surface. Table-to-floor expandable wire/
cable manager also available.

ergonomic
ANSI/BIFMA standards recommend changing 
posture from sitting to standing throughout 
the day. RGE meets industry standards and 
delivers the ergonomic benefits todays 
workers expect.

accommodating
Workers span all sizes. RGE offers the greatest 
vertical range of all the height-adjustable 
tables in our line to accommodate the 
majority of individuals. It achieves the perfect 
height for each user and every task, and 
meets ADA standards.

responsive
Effortless motorized movement quickly 
responds to users’ needs, letting them 
seamlessly adjust between sitting and 
standing without workflow interruption.

attractive
Complements any environment with more 
than 900 standard laminates from Nevamar®, 
Wilsonart®, Pionite®, and Formica® at no 
additional upcharge. RGE bases in silver or 
black.
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